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By Noelle Clark

Etopia Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Fate drew her to Rosamanti. Love made her
stay. After the death of her husband, best-selling mystery author Sarah Halliman has lost her desire
for just about everything. Desperate to break out of her funk and rediscover herself, she answers a
newspaper advertisement-- For lease: Isolated villa on Capri, Italy. Must love cats. Traveling alone
to the beautiful island of Capri, she locates Villa Rosamanti, a gorgeous 400-year-old dwelling
nestled in the hillside of Monte Tiberio. Above it lies Villa Jovis, the 2000-year-old villa of Emperor
Tiberius, ripe with history and intrigue. Sarah soon discovers a strong resonance with Rosamanti
and its gardens and quirky pets. She begins to feel a deep connection to Elena Lombardi, the
deceased owner. But it s not just the villa Sarah s fallen in love with. Elena s grandson, Pietro, is
handsome and charming, the epitome of the passionate Italian. His dream is to own a restaurant of
his own, but such dreams are for wealthier men. Between the sparks that Pietro kindles in Sarah s
heart--and her kitchen--and the...
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This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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